
Roof Paint 
Comparison Guide

Cheap vs High Quality Roof Paints
What you need to know to ensure your roof paint:
 > Looks great, 
 > Reflects heat and
 > Truly lasts. 



A.  This resource has been produced to provide you with 
a guide on the differences between a Cheap and a 
High Quality roof paint. While there are obvious cost 
differences between paints depending on their quality, 
there are other factors to consider in terms of the 
benefits a high quality roof paint will deliver. 

Q. Why was this eBook produced?

A.  It has been designed for you as a home owner or property 
owner if you are considering getting your roof re-painted or 
even potentially having it Repaired, Restored or Removed. 

Q. Who is it for?

A.  This eBook will ensure you have a thorough 
understanding of the differences between paints and 
the implications of choosing a high quality roof paint 
over a cheap one.

Q. What will you get out of it?

Produced as a special consumer service by



Seems like a pretty good deal, right?
Sure, Steveo could be a top bloke just trying to make some extra cash, but there’s a reason he’s 
not charging much. You can be guaranteed he won’t be using a high quality roof paint to get the 
job done.

But does the quality of the roof paint you use really matter? We say - you bet it does! 

You’d be surprised at the intricacies and differences between cheap and high quality roof paints 
and the impact they have on not only the appearance of your roof, but heat retention too. And 
we all know if we can lower the temperature in our home we can lower those insane power bills!   

Of course anything that is of premium quality is going to cost more. But as your Gran always 
said – buy on price and you pay for it twice! 

Investing that bit extra in a high quality roof paint will save you a bundle in the long run. 

In this guide, we’ll take a look 5 key considerations when comparing high quality and cheap roof 
paints and what impact they have in the short and long term for your home or property.  

Ever noticed those dodgy cardboard signs 
hastily taped around a phone poll that say 
something like:

1. Warranty
2. Pigments
3. Nano Technology Additives
4.	 Heat	Reflection
5.  Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)



Like all warranties, what is and what isn’t covered will vary from different paint 
manufacturers, which is why you always need to squint and read that fine print. 

Usually, the warranty will guarantee that the colour of the roof paint will keep 
from fading for 7 – 10 years. Some warranties will say something like the colour 
“won’t dramatically fade in 10 years” or “won’t fade by more than 10%  
in 7 years.” 

Ideally, you should be looking for a high quality roof paint that says the colour 
“won’t fade at all if applied correctly in the warranty period.” This is a key 
indicator that the roof paint is of superior grade. 

Just about everything has a warranty these 
days – including roof paint!

A high quality roof paint will stay that 
rich and red for 10 years. Beautiful!

ONE:  Warranty



But what does “applied correctly” entail exactly? Surprisingly enough, painting 
a roof isn’t just about grabbing a rolling paint brush and slapping on a couple of 
coats. An expert in roof painting will ensure the following:

•  Correct preparation and primer application – this includes properly cleaning the 
roof first and removing debris. Preparation and primer are essential to ensuring 
the paint retains its colour for as long as possible. 

•  Correct wet film thickness – applying the coating thicker doesn’t mean it’s going 
to last longer.

•  Correct nozzle aeration – here we are now referencing the fact that we need a 
high quality airless spray machine with consistent PSI and a nozzle or aeration tip 
that will deliver the paint in a uniform texture.  

•  Correct micron thickness – this varies per product. All paint manufacturers supply 
the recommended WFT (Wet Film Thickness).  A high quality roof paint will 
specify approx. 200- 250microns per coat, while a low quality roof paint could 
specify 900,000+ microns! This proves that cheap paints use more solids and 
weaker resins. 

The above are crucial to the paints’ warranty remaining valid.  

Investing in a high quality paint can also be worth your while if you are looking at 
doing up your home for sale and the warranty can be transferred to a new owner. 

A great coat of paint can be a great selling point!

Insider Tip – what to look for in a cheap roof paint 
If a manufacturer’s MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet) suggests that the paint needs to 
be applied at more than 250 microns, this is a sign that the paint contains cheap fillers 
and binders such as chalk. Cheap fillers are added to try to strengthen the paint but in 
actual fact cause the paint to fade quicker.

When a paint containing a lot of fillers is applied at a high coating thickness, the not-
so-fine spray tip means the paint won’t be properly absorbed into the pores of the tiles. 
The high coating thickness also means the paint is at risk of slumping and lifting due to 
the heavy density.  In this case, more is not more, it’s actually more is less. 

And for these reasons, dear reader, you want to avoid roof paints that have warranties 
that vague and not quantified.

Here you can see what heavily distributed 
paint looks like under a microscope

Coating damged, no 
coalescant remains, bubbles 

& water blisters likely

Paint dry but damaged

Cement roof tile

Water bubble



So pigments are a pretty important part of all roof paints.

High quality roof paints will have pigments that are made from total resin solids. 
Resin is a very dense liquid polymer containing the colour. Top of the range roof 
paints will contain a high percentage of total resin solids (around 40%) meaning 
the colour will last for ages. 

These type of paints will usually be mixed in large batches – sometimes in one 
massive 30,000 litre vat! This ensures no variations in the pigments for ultimate 
colour consistency. 

The warranty may be for 10 years but in our experience, a high quality roof paint 
containing solid resins can last for 15 years before it needs repainting. That’s 
pretty incredible when you consider what a roof paint needs to withstand – wind, 
rain and the Aussie sun. It’s not an easy gig being a roof paint!

Low quality roof paints on the other hand will contain some pigments that are 
resin solids but will also contain a lot of binders and cheap fillers like chalk. All of 
this extra material in the paint means won’t bond properly with the roof.

Without getting too sciency on you, pigments are what 
give paints their unique colour. Pigments also basically 
help to hold the paint together while protecting the 
surface under the paint from corrosion and weathering. 

TWO: Pigments

Insider Tip – not all resins are good resins  
There are lots of different ways to make resin. Cheaper paints may use a part polymer/
part liquid formula. They call these “Hybrid” resins and will never perform as well as a 
PURE and SOLID resins. The best paints use completely solid resins. 



You might think that additives sound like a bad thing when it comes to roof paint. 
But the best roof paints actually have lots of incredible additives that take a great 
roof paint and make it a super roof paint.

We mentioned earlier that a lot of cheap roof paints contain fillers such as chalk, 
but these are not the sort of additives we are talking about. 

Through nano technology, certain chemical additives in high quality roof paints 
can do the following:

• Stop dirt and grime from setting in.
• Reduce surface friction.
• Reduce fungal issues.
• Repel moisture and dirt.

Basically, the right type of additives in a roof paint can allow the roof  
to “self-clean.” 

A cheap roof paint will lack these types of additives, whereas a high quality paint 
will work hard to keep your keep clean and looking great.

THREE:  Nano Technology  
Additives

Insider Tip – what to look for in a cheap roof paint  
We’ve covered the major differences between cheap and high quality roof paints.  
But how can the average Joe spot the difference between them when still in the can? 

A cheap roof paint will start to separate after it has been mixed. If left to sit for a couple 
of days, there will be a noticeable separation between layers of liquid. 



The paint on your roof has to survive the toughest and harshest element of all – 
the Aussie sun. Have a go at sitting up on the roof in the middle of summer and 
see how hot it gets up there. The sun has a HUGE impact on your roof, day in 
and day out.

To keep your power bills down and your house cool, you should consider a high 
quality roof paint to help ease your summer stress.  Roof paints with thermal 
protection technologies work to actively reduce the temperature inside your 
home by reflecting the heat away from your roof.

FOUR:  Heat	reflection

Did You Know  
Buyer beware! 

In 2016, a major international paint brand was fined by The Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission (ACCC) for making claims one of its range of paints could cool 
houses by 10 - 15 degrees without any factual proof it worked. 

Always look for high quality roof paints that have had their TSR claims independently 
tested and verified by a governing body e.g. CSIRO.

Is there anything a high quality roof paint 
CAN’T do?  

The degree to which a roof paint reflects the sun is its TSR (Total Solar Reflectance) rating. 
A cheap roof paint can have a TSR of as low as 7%, meaning is will absorb a whopping 
93% of the sun’s heat. Whereas as high quality roof paint will have a TSR of between 30% 
and 90%, depending on the individual paint colour. Incredibly, a roof paint with a high TSR 
can reduce interior house temperatures by up to a whopping 10 degrees Celsius.  

The good news with high quality roof paints also is that you don’t have to sacrifice on 
your choice of paint colour for a high TSR. In fact, a dark colour premium paint with 
strong thermal protection technologies can have a higher TSR than a cheaper alternative 
in a lighter colour. So you can still have your cake and eat it too. 



FIVE:  Volatile Organic Compounds  
(VOCs)

VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) such as Benzene, Ethylene Glycol and 
Dichloromethane are found in all paints.

These microscopic, carbon-based molecules evaporate and enter the air to form 
harmful ozone. This occurs once the paint has been applied and will even continue to 
be released for years afterwards. Nasty, right?

VOCs are a major cause of pollution, smog and global warming and are linked to 
many major health problems such respiratory illness and even cancer. 

The good news is that many high quality roof paints have been formulated to have 
lower levels of the typical VOCs found in paint.  Cheap roof paints typically have 
higher VOC levels as it costs more to formulate paint with less VOCs.   

Using a high quality roof paint with less VOCs means your roof will not only look 
good, it will be good for the environment and good for your health. That’s a win/win/
win in anyone’s books.  

It’s no surprise to anyone that a tin of paint is basically 
just a colourful mixture of chemicals. But some of these 
chemicals are lot more harmful than others.



By now we should have sold you on the benefits of only using a high quality 
roof paint. So what brand of roof paint do we recommend at My Home 
Improvements?

Having used just about every brand of paint under the sun over the past 20 
years, we recommend (and in fact ONLY use) the Nutech range of roof paints. 

Nutech is a proudly Australian owned brand and ticks all the boxes for 
everything you want in a roof paint:

	 	The warranty states the colour “won’t fade at all” for 12 years if 
applied correctly.

	 	The warranty can be transferred to a new property owner.
	 	Batches are mixed in 30,000 litre vats for ultimate colour consistency. 
	 	Contains a high percentage of total resin solids – almost 40%.  

No cheap chalk binders!
	 	Contains nano technology additives which fight fungus and keep your roof clean.
	 	Is easy to apply in an even coating and doesn’t require a dense application, so it won’t 

slump or lift.
	 	The Nutech NXT Cool Zone range has a high TSR and has been proven to reduce interior 

house temperatures by between 6 and 10 degrees Celsius. 
	 	The NXT Cool Zone range also comes in a great variation of 36 colours – including dark 

and rich contemporary colours, so you can still have a darker coloured roof without 
sacrificing for heat retention.

	 	The formula is low in VOCs

And perhaps most importantly…all of Nutech’s features and benefits have 
been independently tested and confirmed by the CSIRO.

So what roof paint do we recommend? 



If you are considering getting your roof Repaired, Restored or Removed, or even 
just repainted, you’ll need to call in the experts to guide you through your roof 
paint options. 

My Home Improvements are much more than typical roofers.
We are fully QBCC Licenced and long-standing members of the Housing Industry 
Association (HIA) which means that we have a deeper understanding of all 
aspects of roofing and give a 10-year Workmanship Guarantee. 

This gives you total confidence that it will be a job well done and rest assured, 
after more than 25 years in the business, we definitely WILL be around to honour 
those guarantees. 

We are also the only approved Nutech applicators in Queensland!

Are you ready to take your  
roof to a whole new level? 

For more information or advice, call the team at My Home Improvements on  
07 3808 0700 and speak to one of our friendly, ever-helpful consultants.

16 Cavendish Rd, Coorparoo QLD 4151


